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An Invitation
You hold in your hand a parchment paper envelope, 
sealed with the mark of the Weavers. You’ve heard 
of this Fellowship, seekers and sages who share their 
knowledge, experience and support in pursuit of an 
exciting tarot adventure. 

Breaking the seal, you open it to reveal an invitation to 
join the Fellowship. 

As a member, you will gain access to the monthly Quests 
which will provide you with a variety of activities, 
spreads and prompts to help you create a consistent and 
connected Tarot practice. These quests are designed to 
aid each Weaver in facilitating their personal journey of 
self discovery and transformation through story, play and 
creative expression. 

You have been invited to join this enclave. 
Are you ready to accept this invitation 
to an exciting new journey?



ABOUT THEFellowship
What is the Fellowship Practice?

The Fellowship Practice is a narratively driven guided Tarot 
practice that will take you on an exciting adventure of self-
discovery and creative expression with your cards. Every month 
you’ll be tasked with a new quest which includes activities, 
tarot spreads and for those who are interested, an element of 
game-play. 

How exactly does it work?

As part of the Weavers membership, you’ll gain access to the 
Monthly Quest Log PDF which provides you with all the material 
you will need to engage with the practice throughout the month. 
Each month also includes an instructional video that includes any 
additional information that may be helpful throughout the month. 

Each week you’ll have three prompts, activities and/or spreads 
to help you connect with your cards and enrich your current 
Tarot practice. As a narrative journey, the Fellowship Practice is 
presented as an ongoing adventure. While there is an overarching 
story that ties the entire practice together, each month also has a 
specific theme which will allow you to make use of different 
types of decks and/or tools throughout the year.



Do I have to engage with the story to participate?

The narrative story is layered over the top of the monthly guided 
practice and can be ignored if you do not wish to engage with it. 
Meaning, you can take the prompts and activities as they are and 
simply skip the story elements.

I heard we need dice, how does that work?

Similar to the story layer, the Fellowship Practice also 
includes a game-play element for those who wish to 
engage with it. This does include the use of a few dice 
including the iconic 20-sided die we see in a lot of role-
playing games. How the dice are incorporated depends on the 
activity, detailed instructions will be included with each activity.

What if I don’t want to use the dice?

Much like the story element, you can simply choose to skip over 
the game elements that have been woven into the practice. 

Do I need any particular decks or tools to participate?

You only need one Tarot deck to engage with the practice. 
However, you may find incorporating a variety of decks and 
systems will enrich your experience of the practice. You may 
choose to work with any combination of Tarot, Oracle or any 
other divination system. 



ABOUT JOINING THEFellowship
Can I join at any time?

Yes, you can join the adventure at any time. Upon joining the 
Fellowship, you will gain access to all the information you need 
to meet us where we are on this adventure.

Do I need to go back and do the past months if I join 
after January?

Upon joining the Fellowship, you’ll gain access to the Adventure 
Diary for a quick recap of the story so far. This means that 
you do not have to go back and complete previous months 
unless you want to. You can simply jump in where we are. Or 
if you wish, you can start from the beginning and complete the 
adventure in your own time.

Do I have to do this with everyone else or can I do it on 
my own?

While we do have a Discord (and other live events via YouTube) 
set up to share this adventure with other Weavers, you are 
welcome to engage with it on your own. It can be experienced as 
a shared journey, a solo adventure or a combination there of. 



How long does this practice run?

The current adventure will run from January 2024 to December 
2024. The materials will only be available to members during 
this time. This means that in January 2025 all materials for 
this adventure will be removed and we will likely begin a new 
adventure or practice at that time. 

How do I join?

To join the Fellowship Practice, you need to subscribe to the  
@DawnMichelleTarot  channel on YouTube at the Weaver 
level. This will give you access to all the practice materials, 
videos, chat groups and any additional events or activities (such 
as lives, games and side quests) held throughout the year.

Can I participate without joining the YouTube 
membership?

At this time, this practice is only offered through the YouTube 
membership. A subscription is required to the  
@DawnMichelleTarot channel at the Weaver level.

I am ready, where do I begin?

If you are not already joined the @DawnMichelleTarot channel 
on YouTube at the Weaver level, this should be your first 
stop. Once you have joined, you can use the Community and 
Membership tabs on @DawnMichelleTarot to gain 
access to all the related materials and information. 
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While this guided practice is designed to be engaged 
with as a series of stories, quests and activities, it can 
also be experienced as a real-world tool to help you grow 
your tarot practice and engage with your cards on a deep 
and meaningful level. 

We hope you will answer the call and join us for the 
2024 Fellowship Practice!

WHAT TO DO NOW: 

• Join the Membership 
and become a Weaver 

• Download and read the 
Quest Guidebook 

• Watch the Adventure 
Guide video (optional)

HAVE QUESTIONS? 

• Leave a comment on 
YouTube

• DM on Instagram
• Send an email

CLICK HERE TO 
BECOME A WEAVER!
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